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Africell partners with Dotgo and Google for RCS

Rollout

Partnership gives Africell DRC’s enterprise

clients access to next-generation

customer communications technology

NEW JERSEY, USA, August 25, 2021

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Africell, the pan-

African mobile network operator, has

announced that it is partnering with

Google Jibe and Dotgo®, a leading

cloud communications provider of Rich

Communication Services (RCS)

business messaging solutions, to offer

RCS business messaging on its network

in the Democratic Republic of Congo.

RCS, a part of the 5G standard, is the next generation of SMS that includes pictures, audio, video,

and presence, combined with enhanced security and encryption. RCS messages are delivered

into the native messaging apps such as Google Messages and Samsung Messages on Android

We look forward to working

with and supporting the

CPaaS providers,

developers, and brands in

DRC to move their business

messaging to RCS when

reaching out to subscribers

of Africell”

Dr. Inderpal Singh Mumick,

CEO, Dotgo

phones. RCS Business Messaging uses the rich and

interactive features of RCS to enable branded and secure

business messaging. As of today, RCS is available globally

with over 600M monthly active users. 

As part of the partnership, Google will provide Africell the

cloud infrastructure for delivering RCS messages to Africell

subscribers, including the Google Jibe RCS platform for

business messaging. Dotgo will provide its MaaP

(Messaging-as-a-Platform), integrated with the Google Jibe

RCS platform, along with complete managed services

needed to operate and monetize RCS Business Messaging.

The Dotgo MaaP is industry’s leading solution for offering

RCS business messaging, pre-integrated with all the major RCS providers, including Google,

Vodafone, Orange, Mavenir, and Synchronoss. Dotgo provides all the features and services

needed to monetize and deliver business messages—a suite of RCS APIs for sending and

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.africell.com/
https://dotgo.com/
https://dotgo.com/rcs-business-messaging


receiving RCS traffic, including the award-winning RichOTP® API, onboarding and verification, Bot

Store® for discovery and triggers to chatbots, protection of international messaging revenue,

billing, reconciliation, and market evangelization. The Dotgo MaaP also supports common APIs,

onboarding, and verification across multiple carriers in a country or a region, even when they are

using different RCS providers.

“Our enterprise customers expect to use the latest chat technologies when communicating with

customers. RCS Business Messaging, as a natural upgrade to our SMS business messaging

solutions, meets this demand. We chose Google and Dotgo to provide and manage our RCS

offering because they have the most advanced systems and a track record of working together

to enable and monetize RCS, including for other operators in Africa,” says Milad Khairallah, CEO

of Africell DRC.

“RCS business messaging is growing rapidly, and we are delighted that Africell is joining our RCS

network. Dotgo’s platform and services complement Google’s offering, and will ensure rapid

monetization, as well as enable common onboarding across all carriers in a market,” remarks

Jason Choy, Director, Partnerships, Communication Products at Google. 

“RCS helps increase trust, security, and interactivity in business messaging, leading to improved

customer engagement. We look forward to working with and supporting the CPaaS providers,

developers, and brands in DRC to move their business messaging to RCS when reaching out to

subscribers of Africell,” says Dr. Inderpal Singh Mumick, CEO, Dotgo.

About Dotgo

Dotgo®, a global leader in RCS and other rich business messaging solutions, is the provider of the

Dotgo Bot Store®, world’s first and largest directory of RCS and WhatsApp bots, RichOTP®, and

RichSMS™. Embracing the paradigm shift to rich business messaging that is underway, Dotgo is

building the cloud communications technology and services needed in a world where every

business must have a presence inside messaging apps, just as they have web sites and

smartphone apps. RCS, Google’s Business Messages, iMessage, and WhatsApp are fast becoming

the de-facto standards for business messaging for brands, offering exciting possibilities for

customer engagement.  

Dotgo enables brands and developers to transform customer interactions using rich business

messaging, and helps mobile operators make RCS business messaging a reality. Dotgo is a

Google partner, a WhatsApp Business Solution Provider, and a member of the Mobile Ecosystem

Forum. For more information, visit www.dotgo.com. Bot Store, Dotgo, and RichOTP are

registered trademarks of Dotgo Systems Inc. in USA and other jurisdictions.

About Africell

http://www.dotgo.com


Africell is a pan-African mobile telecommunications operator. US-owned and headquartered in

the UK, Africell provides fast, low-cost and reliable mobile network coverage and related

technology services to over 12 million subscribers in four African countries (Sierra Leone, The

Gambia, Democratic Republic of the Congo and Uganda). We will launch operations in a fifth

country (Angola) in 2021. For more information, visit https://www.africell.com/or connect with us

on LinkedIn.
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